Cooperative micro-robotic scent tracking vehicles are designed to collectively "sniff out" locations of high scent concentrations in unknown, geometrically complex environments.
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Introduction
In recent years the demand for covert methods of mobile search and surveillance has become paramount. Covert mobile search and surveillance could be achieved by using swarms of inconspicuous micro-robotic vehicles which, by tracking scent, could discover scent sources. To optimize search and surveillance, these micro-robotic vehicles would be required to work in a cooperative fashion. In this paper a cooperative guidance and control algorithm for these types of vehicles is presented. The objective of this algorithm is to create the minimal vehicle intelligence required to "sniff out" and monitor scent sources in a unknown environment. This algorithm is unique in that it uses the novel concepts of social rank and point source cancellation to produce cooperation.
Methods of cooperative guidance and control for a micro-robotic vehicle operating in a swarm of vehicles are still immature. Salido et al. (Salido et al., 1997) reiterated the deliberative and reactive approaches to cooperative vehicle guidance and control. The deliberative approach produces vehicles with higher levels of learning and interpretation; however, these vehicles also require significant compute capability. The reactive approach produces vehicles which are primitive and instinctual but require only minimal compute capability. In this paper it is assumed that, due to size, a micro-robotic vehicle is compute limited; therefore, a reactive guidance and control approach is used.
Hanspeter and Junkins (Hanspeter and Junkins, 1997) used an attractive/repulsive potential method to produce a cooperative swam solution. The vehicles in their solution acted in a reactive fashion. Artificial potentials were used to guide a vehicle around obstacles and limit its distance from other vehicles. To calculate their solution, a priori knowledge of the environment was required. In this paper a potential solution will also be used; however, it is assumed that the potential solution exist physically due to measurable scent diffusion through the environment. The potential solution and the scent diffusion solution are the same; therefore, no a priori environmental information is required.
Computationally non-taxing guidance and control algorithms have been developed for robotic vehicles using layered or behavioral based methods (Brooks, 1986; Feddema et al., 1997) ; however, these algorithms have not yet been modified to operate in cooperation with other vehicles. Pryor (Pryor 1998 ) used a genetic programing methodology to design a guidance and control algorithm for a vehicle operating in such a cooperative swarm environment. The development of this algorithm was based on the concept of evolutionary calculations. As in Pryor's paper, in this paper a non-compute intensive, guidance and control algorithm which can be integrated into a swam of cooperating robotic vehicles is presented; however, this guidance and control algorithm will not be based on the concept of evolutionary calculations. This guidance and control algorithm is based on the concept of social rank and order.
The destination of a vehicle is a scent source. By tracking scent the location of sources can be discovered (Masoud, 1994) . Once a vehicle determines that it has discovered a source, a declaration of source discovery is communicated to all vehicles in its proximity; the discovering vehicle remains fixed in location to the location of the source; and all vehicles in proximity to the source perform sensory compensation to cancel the effects of this source on their senses so as to be able to track other undiscovered scent sources. Sensory compensation is performed using point source cancellation. This cancellation is an innovation which uses an approximation based upon a simple model of the local scent environment around a source.
The output of the sensory compensation sub-algorithm is input into the guidance sub-algorithm. The guidance sub-algorithm determines desired vehicle trajectory. If vehicle environment is known a priori, this trajectory can be computed prior to vehicle motion. However, if vehicle environment is not known a priori, this trajectory must be computed iteratively while moving to a source (Bemporad, et al., 1996; Oriolo, et al. 1996) . In this paper desired vehicle trajectory is computed iteratively while moving to a source.
While moving to a source, vehicles must avoid one another and obstacles. Once a vehicle is in the proximity of another vehicle or an obstacle, the guidance sub-algorithm is used to alter desired vehicle trajectory such that avoidance is maintained. Many authors have used potential or artificial force models to produce this type of avoidance (Bemporad, et al., 1996; Khatib, 1986; Hong, et al., 1996) ; however, their focus has been on stationary obstacles. The focus in this paper will not be on the avoidance of only stationary obstacles but will be on the avoidance of stationary obstacles as well as all other moving vehicles. To do this the concept of social rank will be introduced. The output of the guidance sub-algorithm is a desired vehicle trajectory which directs a vehicle to scent sources while avoiding obstacles and other vehicles.
The control sub-algorithm is used to drive vehicle inputs in such a way that the actual vehicle trajectory is driven to the desired vehicle trajectory. In this paper, this sub-algorithm is a simple, robust, proportional control algorithm. The guidance and control algorithm presented in this paper consist of a sensory compensation sub-algorithm, a guidance sub-algorithm, and a control sub-algorithm. The purpose of this algorithm is to create the minimal vehicle intelligence required to "sniff out" and monitor scent sources in a unknown environment. This algorithm is based upon concepts in the literature as well as the new concepts of social order and point source cancellation.
Bug/scent environment
To verify the performance of the guidance and control algorithm, simulations were performed using a model of the dynamics of a vehicle directed by the guidance and control algorithm in a model of a scent environment. In the following sub-sections, this vehicle and scent environment model are outlined.
Robotic vehicle, "Bug", dynamics
Figure 2 is an illustration of a robotic wheeled vehicle. For the rest of this paper, this vehicle will be referred to as a "bug". A bug is constructed from two drive wheels on either side of a chassis with stabilizing wheels fore and aft. The radius of the drive wheels is , and the distance between the bug's center line and a drive wheel is .
Bugs exist in swarms. The dynamics of the bug in a swam of bugs can be approximated (Feddema et al., 1997) by
is the angular velocity of the bug's right drive wheel, is the angular velocity of the bug's left wheel, is the location of the bug, and is the orientation of the bug. The constraint , and are imposed upon bug dynamics by clipping the angular velocity of drive wheels. Bugs can move in only the plane.
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A number of assumptions are made about the capability of bugs:
• Bugs can locally communicate whether they are or are not at a source location;
• Bugs can locally sense the distance and bearing of obstacles;
• Bugs can locally sense the distance and bearing of other bugs;
• Bugs can estimate their relative distance from a discovered source;
• Bugs can estimate their relative location and orientation in space;
• Bugs can locally measure scent and scent gradient.
A number of assumptions are also made about the limitations of bugs:
• Bugs have limited memory;
• Bugs have limited compute capability;
• Bugs know nothing about their environment;
• Bugs can sense and communicate only locally.
In short, bugs have low intelligence, poor senses, and primitive communication capacity.
A scent environment model
Bugs track scent distributions. In this section a model of these distributions will be presented. This model will be used in simulation to numerically verify the guidance and control algorithm. 
For hard boundaries the velocity of scent normal to any obstacle boundary is assumed to be zero. Therefore, if is a boundary surface normal, then, from equation 6,
for where is normal normalized scent velocity. Equations 5, 6 and 7 describe the scent environment of a domain, , with non-diffusive boundaries, .
Equation 5 can be transformed into integral equation form (Anderson et al. 1984) as
where , represents smooth spatial boundaries, , and .
As shown in Figure 3 , can be discretized using uniform, single node elements. Using this discretization equation 8 can be approximated as
where is the area of an element. 
When equation 10 can be written as
where , .
From equations 7, 11, and 12, the scent concentration at any location can be found as .
Normalized scent velocity is calculated using equation 6 and the gradient of . The gradient of is determined by using central differences (Gerald, 1980 ) and equation 13.
The half space boundary is the only surface on which bugs can move. The scent boundary condition on this surface is . This boundary condition can be imposed by using the method of images (Junger and Feit, 1986) .
The guidance and control algorithm
The guidance and control algorithm is the reactive intelligence of a bug. This algorithm is comprised a sensory compensation sub-algorithm, a guidance sub-algorithm, and a control sub-algorithm. The interaction of these three sub-algorithms is shown in Figure 1 . Sensors measure scent, bearings, and distances in the scent/bug environment. These measurements are modified in the sensory compensation sub-algorithm where the effects of discovered scent sources on measurements is cancelled. The output of the sensory compensation subalgorithm is the input to the guidance sub-algorithm. In the guidance sub-algorithm, compensated scent inputs drive the dynamics of a reference model which defines the behavior of the bug. Bearing and distance measurements are used in higher levels of guidance to produce avoidance with walls and other bugs. The output of the guidance subalgorithm is a desired trajectory. A bug wishes to move along this trajectory. The control sub-algorithm attempts to force the bug's actual trajectory to this desired reference trajectory by commanding the angular velocity of the bug's wheels. Details of each of these three sub-algorithms are given in the following sub-sections.
Sensory compensation sub-algorithm
The objective of a bug is to find a scent source. The location of a scent source is determined by monitoring the gradient of scent in four perpendicular directions. If the gradient of scent in all four directions is negative, the bug is at a source. It is assumed that all sources are point sources in the plane.
Once a bug has discovered a source, it remains at the source and communicates to other bugs in proximity that it has located that source. Other bugs then attempt to compensate for the effects of this source on their sensory perception. This enables a swarm of bug to track compensated scent to remaining, undiscovered sources. Sensory scent compensation is performed by analytically manipulating measured scent distributions.
Scent distributions, , were modeled using equation 13. Equation 13 is comprised of a direct diffusion term, , and an indirect diffusion term,
. The indirect diffusion term is a function of environmental geometry; therefore, to cancel the effects of indirect diffusion on measured scent, environmental geometry must be know. However, it was assumed that bugs have no knowledge of their environment; therefore, indirect diffusion effects cannot be canceled. Nevertheless, direct diffusion effects are not a function of environmental geometry and can be canceled. In this paper only direct diffusion effects will be cancelled.
is measured scent with direct scent diffusion effects from the source cancelled. In this paper this type of cancellation will be called point source cancellation.
In equation 14 source strength and location must be estimated before can be calculated. If is a bug's location and is in the neighborhood of , then diffusion from the point source dominates the scent distribution, , and can be approximated as where . Therefore, bugs in proximity to a discovered source can approximate the strength of that source if they know the distance they are from the source. Distance from a source can be determined from bearing and distance measurements. Moreover, source location can also be determined from these same measurements. Using equation 14 and scent, bearing, and distance measurements, bugs can approximate compensated scent, , and track compensated scent to other sources.
Guidance sub-algorithm and social rank
Using compensated scent, bearing, and distance measurements, the guidance sub-algorithm produces a desired trajectory which directs bugs towards scent sources while avoiding obstacles and other bugs. If every bug had the same guidance sub-algorithm, then every bug would have equal opportunity to arrive at a source. This would result in bugs "fighting" with each other to arrive at a source. Moreover, once a bug had arrived at a source, it would have to struggle with other bugs to maintain its position. This conflict among bugs reduces the effectiveness of the swam to locate and monitor scent sources. To mitigate this conflict, bugs are ranked in a social order. Within this social order each bug has a unique social rank.
The social rank of the bug, , is used to determine how it will move relative to every other bug. If two bugs run into each other, the bug with the lower rank must move to allow the bug with the higher rank to pass; therefore, conflict is avoided and cooperation results. Rank is initially determined randomly such that no two bugs have the same rank. In code this initial rank is represented as a random number greater than 0 and less than 1. A bug's rank can change. If a bug finds a scent source, then that bug is given a rank higher than the rank of any bug which has not found a source. This allows a bug which finds a source to remain at a source location while other bugs look for other sources elsewhere. In code this elevation of rank is performed by simply adding 1 to a bug's present rank.
To randomize the path that bugs take around obstacles, bugs are also left or right footed. A left footed bug will always turn left when it runs into a obstacle, whereas a right footed bug will always turn right. Bugs can change their footedness. When two bugs with the same footedness run into each other, the one of lower rank will change its footedness to the opposite foot. Therefore, bugs tend to move in different directions around obstacles.
The guidance sub-algorithm is the solution to a set of simple mathematical equations which represent the dynamics of a conveniently defined yet desirable reference system (Ogata, 1970) . These equations are a function of bug rank and footedness and are not compute intensive. For the bug, these equations are (15) where , , , (16, 17, 18) is the bug's desired trajectory location, is a fictitious damping factor, is the negative of the direction of scent velocity, , and are additional terms used to account for interactions with other bugs and obstacles, is the number of bugs in proximity to the bug, and are the number of wall points in proximity to the bug. The values of and are a function of the location of all bugs in the environment. In simulation these values are determined by checking the distance between bugs and obsticles.
Without wall and bug interactions, equation 15 reduces to a conveniently defined reference systems of equations representing the motion of a unit mass driven along a frictional surface. From these equations it can be seen that the maximum velocity of this unit mass is ; the rate at which this velocity can approach its maximum is dependent upon the i th
n c i th n w i th n c n w V max damping factor, ; and the terms and are forces which alter the direction of this unit mass for the purpose of avoiding other bugs and obstacles. The trajectory of this unit mass without obstacle and bug avoidance force interactions will be referred to as the desired reference trajectory. The trajectory of this unit mass with avoidance force wall and bug interaction is the desired trajectory. The desired trajectory is the output of the guidance sub-algorithm.
The terms are used to modify the desired reference trajectory of the bug for the purpose of avoiding collisions with other bugs. A kinetic model is used to produce this avoidance. Figure 4 shows two neighboring bugs. The location of the bug and the desired reference trajectory location of the bug are a distance apart and are misaligned by a bearing angle . If is the minimal distance that these two locations are allowed to be apart, then the following logic can be used to produce separation.
(19)
Equation 19 is a kinetic model for the force between two colliding balls with elastic constants . A kinetic model is used since, for large , it closely approximates the desired inequality constraint . Since this kinetic model contains no losses, momentum exchanges could produce bug speeds, , which exceed maximum allowable vehicle speed, . Therefore, the additional constraint
should be imposed. This constraint is imposed by clipping the velocity of the reference
The terms are used to modify the desired reference trajectory of the bug for the purpose of avoiding collisions with obstacles. As shown in Figure 5 , obstacles are represented as a distribution of fixed points. It is assumed that a bug can locally sense the distance from these fixed points to its present, desired reference trajectory location. If is the obstacle location closest to the desired reference trajectory location, then the minimal distance from the bug's desired reference trajectory location to this obstacle is , and the bearing to this point is . Using distance and bearing information, the following logic is use to produce obstacle avoidance.
for a left footed bug, Fig. 4 Two bugs in proximity, the bug of lower rank allows the bug of higher rank to pass
for a right footed bug.
Notice that equations 15 through 22 can be implemented using relative not absolute bearings and distances. Therefore, bugs do not have to know their absolute locations.
Control sub-algorithm
Equations 15 through 22 comprise the guidance sub-algorithm. This sub-algorithm determines the desired trajectory of a bug. The control sub-algorithm drives a bug's actual trajectory to this desired trajectory. where is the bearing from to , and if is the distance between and , then a control sub-algorithm which will drive to is given below. 
and is a positive constant. Equation 24 is used to orient a bug towards the desired trajectory location and equation 24 is used to limit bug velocity such that actual trajectory does not over run desired trajectory. Only relative, not absolution, angles and distance are required for control.
The effect of on closed loop dynamics will be examined for a simple case. From
Substituting equation 23 into 25, taking the Laplace transform, and solving for bug orientation gives 
reference trajectory location, the control sub-algorithm forces the actual trajectory to follow the desired reference trajectory
where , , is the Laplace transform operator, and is the Laplace transform parameter. This is the response of a simple, first order system with proportional feedback. As increases, the tracking error is driven to zero; therefore, for low values of , the bug's coordination is very poor and it staggers about the desired trajectory; whereas, for large values of , the bug is very coordinated and its actual trajectory and the desired trajectory are very close.
Simulation Results
In this section three numerical examples are presented. The parameters used in these examples are given in Table 1 .
In the first example, two bugs cross paths in an attempt to arrive at different sources. Two scenarios are considered. The first scenario is shown in Figure 6 . In this scenario the bugs do not cooperate with each other. Each bug is programed with an identical guidance and control algorithm, and as a result, they "fight" each other to arrive at a source. In the second scenario, shown in Figure 7 , the two bugs cooperate. The bug with the lower rank, moves out of the way to allow the bug with the higher rank the opportunity to arrive at its source first. As a result it takes about one third less time for the cooperating bugs to arrive at their respective sources than it takes for the non-cooperating bugs to arrive at their sources.
In the second example, the ability for a swarm of bugs to find a distribution of sources is demonstrated. The scenario is shown in Figure 8 . The locations of five equal strength sources ( ) are determined by a swarm of six bugs. Once a bug finds a source it remains at that source and tells other bugs what it has found. Bug locations at various instances of time are shown. Not all bugs find a source.
In the third example, five bugs are used to determines the location of three equal strength sources ( ) hidden by a set of obstacles. This scenario is shown in Figure 9 . When bugs run into a obstacle, left footed bugs go left and right footed bugs go right. When bugs run into each other, they check their footedness. If they have the same footedness, the bug with the lower social rank changes his footedness. Therefore, bugs tend to more around obstacles in opposite directions. 
Conclusions
In this paper a guidance and control algorithm for scent tracking cooperative vehicle swarms was presented. The objective of this algorithm was to create the minimal intelligence in a vehicle required to cooperatively "sniff out" and monitor scent sources in a unknown environment. This guidance and control algorithm was based on the new concepts of social rank and point source cancellation. Social rank allows vehicles to move to scent sources in a cooperative non-combative fashion, and point source cancellation allows vehicle to compensate their sensory perceptions for the purpose of tracking scent to undiscovered sources. The vehicles guidance and control algorithm outlined in this paper consisted of a guidance sub-algorithm, a control sub-algorithm, and sensory cancellation sub-algorithm. The guidance sub-algorithm used a reference model of simple yet desirable dynamics to determine desired trajectories. The control sub-algorithm used simple, robust proportional feedback control, and the sensory scent cancellation sub-algorithm used source point cancellation.
Simulations were performed to verify the guidance and control algorithm. It was found that the algorithm could be used to move vehicles to scent sources in a cooperative fashion. In general the algorithm work very well; however, it was discovered that vehicles, using this algorithm, did have some limitations:
• Depending on the complexity of the environment, m vehicles could not always find m sources. To find all source, many vehicles were required. As in many optimization problems, as the complexity of the domain increased the number of local minimum in the solution increased and greater search capability was needed to find a global minimum.
• It was difficult for a vehicle to find a source which was surrounded by a cluster of other sources. As sources became closely spaced, they tended to look like a single compact source. A compact source is a point source which diffuses more scent in one direction than another. A simple source diffuses equal scent in all directions. Bugs had no ability to distinguish between simple and compact sources.
There were a number of aspects of this algorithm which were not addressed in this paper and need to be studied in greater detail:
• The effect of sensor noise needs to be further examined. Sensor noise could slowed the progression of vehicles to sources and add to the difficulty of source identification.
• The effect of delays needs to be examined. Time lags in sensors and processing could have a profound effect on a vehicles ability to find a source.
• The effect of environmental noise needs to be understood. Environmental noise such as wind and wheel slippage could hamper guidance and perception.
